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8+2.QXG%QFGU
VIP Reading Tips
People talk a lot about IQ (Intelligence Quotient), EQ (Emotional Quotient) and AQ (Adaptability
Quotient). Some are also talking about CQ (Curiosity Quotient) and SQ (Spiritual Quotient). All
of these are often important for leading and living a successful life. However, without being a
person of good character and conscience, which includes being compassionate and respectful
to self and others, none of these quotients would mean much. Many say that good character
and conscience are essential components of our identity. In fact, when we are people of good
character and conscience, these quotients along with our self-identity and esteem - would be
raised to even higher levels, and so would our level of happiness in life.
We are our children’s role models. When we act and behave morally, our children learn to act
and behave morally. We would like them to be self-respectful and humbly confident. What we
teach them and show them when they are young will form the foundation from which they
develop. If we teach and love them right as they are growing up, they are more able to make
good choices and steer away from bad choices down the road.
Our words and actions exhibit whether we are of good character and conscience. When we
learn to understand what love means by being loved, we will definitely know more about how
to share love. When we do good deeds and feel good about ourselves, we will definitely feel
happier. Together, we would make this world a better place, filled with love and joy.
Therefore, through reading each book, we would like to teach and share “VIP Love Codes” attitudes, manners, traits and virtues, which would hopefully help our children to become
people of good character and conscience. It is our ultimate common goal that they make the
right life choices and decisions for themselves as they grow towards independence.

c) What the child is thinking about and feeling at the time;
d) Important questions, topics and/or events that would otherwise not have been
known to you from the child, if it wasn’t for this opportunity to read together.
3) Briefly introduce the content of the book before you and the child journey through the
book together.
Each book will focus on two “VIP Love Codes”. Please feel free to take reference from the full
“VIP Love Codes” list to teach and share.

8+2岋⸱㊤嵿
VIP 摯娾㊎䟸
ạῸ⸟媮∗ IQƋ㙡⊂┭㕟ƌ˚EQƋガ䶹┭㕟ƌ⑳ AQƋ忭⡪┭㕟ƌ˛㛰ẂạṆ媮∗ CQ
Ƌ⥤⤮┭㕟ƌ⑳ SQƋ⾪术┭㕟ƌ˛怀Ẃ峑䴇⯴⻡䪲ᷧῲㇷ⊆䙫ạ䔆惤⌨⇭憴奨˛⏖㘖Ə
ạ勌㱹㛰併⥤䙫⒨㠣⑳剖䟌Ə⋬㋓⯴ạ⯴ⷘ惤⬿吾ㅷ㆒⑳⯱憴Ə悊溣Ə怀Ẃ┭㕟ᾦ孱⽾ᷧ
㕮ᷴ‣ṭ˛娘⤁ạ媑Ə併⥤䙫⒨㠣⑳剖䟌㘖ㇸῸ䙫㜓檻ᷴ⏖伡⯸䙫惏⇭˛⯍暂ᷱƏ䕝ㇸῸ
䙫⒨㠣⑳剖䟌惤檿ⰁƏ怀Ẃ┭㕟Ọ⎱ㇸῸ䙫凑ㇸ婴⏳⑳凑⯱Ə惤僤㎷⌮∗㛛檿䙫㰛⹚Əㇸ
ῸṆ䔆㴢⽾㛛⿒㧩˛
ㇸῸ㘖⭐⬷䙫㦃㨊˛ㇸῸ堳Ṳ䂡ạ⏯ḵ怺侐ƏㇸῸ䙫⭐⬷Ṇ⭟㛪恜堳怺侐˛ㇸῸⷳ㜂ẽῸ
凑憴Əḍ᷻㗉嬀噂凑Ὲ˛ẽῸ⾅⯶⎾∗ㇸῸ䙫庒㕀姧㕀Ə⯮ㇷ䂡ẽῸㇷ敞䙫⟡䣵˛⥩㞃ㇸ
Ὸ✏ẽῸㇷ敞䙫怵䧲ḔƏ㭊䢡✗㕀⯵⑳ẽῸƏẽῸᾦ僤⤇ὃ⇡㭊䢡䙫恟㒮Ə᷻✏⯮Ὥ昙
㭉凑ⷘ恟㒮挖媋˛

Basic Suggestions:
1) Adult readers guiding children to read should always first read the book themselves for
better preparation. By doing so, you would have a first-hand feeling of how you would
like to use the book and read the book with the child, as well as preparing yourself for
the questions, values and beliefs which you would like to teach and share or which may
come up during reading.
2) When you are with the child, begin with focusing on the book cover. Point to things
(words or illustrations) which may start a nice conversation about the book. This
conversation may provide you with:
a) An impression of what the child understands about our world;
b) Some ideas of how the child can relate to the book title;
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ㇸῸ䙫姧堳凰㭉惤僤桖⇡ㇸῸ㘖␍㛰併⥤䙫⒨㠣⑳剖䟌˛䕝ㇸῸ⾅墒Ḕ⭟ㆩ䙫ヶ侐Ə
ㇸῸ傖⮁㛛⊇䟌怺⥩Ἴ⇭Ẓ˛䕝ㇸῸ堳╫Əḍ凑ㇸㄆ妡剖⥤ƏㇸῸ傖⮁㛛⿒㧩˛⏑奨ㇸ
Ὸ⏳⾪⌻⊂Əᾦ⏖Ọὦ怀ῲ᷽䔳孱⽾㛛併⥤Əℬ㻦凮㭈㧩˛
⛇㭋Ə忶怵斘孧㮶㜓㛟ƏㇸῸ⏖㕀⯵⑳⇭Ẓ˥塨⨎⺁奜˦Ə⭪Ὸ惤凮ㄲ⺍˚凰㭉˚䉠峑⑳
併⾞㛰旃Ə䛣㜂僤⹒⊐ㇸῸ䙫⭐⬷⟠棱併⥤䙫⒨㠣⑳剖䟌˛ㇸῸ⅘⏳䙫㛧䴩䛕㨀ƏⰘ㘖⭐
⬷✏恨⏸䍏䪲䙫怵䧲ḔƏ僤䂡凑ⷘὃ⇡㭊䢡䙫ạ䔆㉰㒮⑳㱡⮁˛
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⚸㗪ⶸ娮濣

Ƽ䄷⃣夜⸗ƽ䮹⃕

1) ㇷ⹛孧俬✏⯵⭐⬷斘孧㘩Əㆰℯ凑ⷘ斘孧㛟㜓Ə⁁⥤㹽₀˛怀㨊⁁Ə⏖孺⯴㖣⥩

䧪⁈濣ƺ姛姛ƻ

Ἴὦ䔏㜓㛟Əḍ凮⭐⬷ᷧ嵞斘孧Ə㛰䬓ᷧ庒䙫ㄆ妡Ə俳᷻壄₀⎢㕀⯵⑳⇭Ẓ䕝Ḕ
䙫┶栳˚⃠‣妧凮ῈƏㇽ㘖✏斘孧㘩⏖僤⇡䏥䙫⏫䨕ガ㲨˛
2) 䕝凮⭐⬷ᷧ嵞㘩ƏℯỌ㛟䙫⯨杉䂡䄍滅˛媲㋮⇡悊Ẃ⏖僤嵞凮⭐⬷媮媽㜓㛟䙫
婅⽀ㇽ㎹⛽˛怀㨊䙫媮婘⏖孺Ɲ

塨⨎⺁奜濣䡬孊⍊奞ゅ
䕝ㇸῸ㛰䦕⑳媇ㆮ䙫㘩

ƏㇸῸ⽯⯸㛪䊖挖˛㛰Ẃạ杅⸟㛰䦕Əịạㄆ∗凹㛴˛ἭṆ㛰Ẃ

ạᷴ䟌怺䔁溣㘖䦕屳Əịạᷴ檿凯˛㛰Ẃạ僤⤇塏䏥⇡ẽῸ䙫媇ㆮƞ⅝ẽạḍᷴ䏭㛪怀滅˛

a) ㄆ⎾∗⭐⬷⿵㨊䏭姊ㇸῸ䙫᷽䔳ƞ
b) 䟌怺⭐⬷⯴㛟⏴㛰䔁溣⅘泛ƞ

䄈媽⥩ἼƏㆩ⽾䦕屳⑳媇ㆮƏ㘖䔆⑤Ḕ⅐ῲ憴奨䙫䉠滅˛

c) ⭐⬷䕝㘩✏ペ䔁溣Əḍ㛰䔁溣ㄆ⎾ƞ

㈧ỌƏ奨㕀⯵ㇸῸ䙫⭐⬷䦕屳⑳媇ㆮ˛⤁⏸⭐⬷塏䏥⇡䔁溣㘖䦕屳⑳媇ㆮƏ䂡ẽῸ㨠䪲㦃

d) ⥩㞃㱹㛰怀㬈ᷧ嵞斘孧䙫㩆㛪Ə⏖僤ᷴ㛪⾅⭐⬷悊墶ṭ姊∗⭐⬷婴䂡憴奨䙫┶栳˚
婘栳⑳ƒㇽṲờ˛

㨊˛孺⭐⬷ペᷧペƝ⥩㞃㛰ạ䦕屳⑳媇ㆮ✗⏸ẽῸ媑婘Ə㛰ạ⍢媑婘䄈䦕Ə俳᷻㯒䄈媇ヶƏ
ẽῸ㛪㛰Ἴㄆ妡˛

3) ✏凮⭐⬷ᷧ嵞怙⅌怀斘孧Ḳ㖬Ḳ∴Ə⏖ℯ㉣奨Ẳ䴠㜓㛟䙫ⅎ⮠˛
㮶㜓㛟惤暭Ḕ㖣⅐ῲ˥妑⬷⾪媅˦˛Ṇ⏖Ọ⎪俪䶙柨ᷱ䙫㕛ỤƼ塨⨎⺁奜ƽ⇾塏Əὃ䂡
㕀⯵⑳⇭Ẓ˛

“Special Words” Series

Book #6: “THANK YOU”
Love Codes: Politeness & Sincerity

For Children Age: Birth – 3 Years Old
1) Which pictures in the book do we like?
2) What do we like about these pictures?
3) Are you a polite child? What do polite children do? Do they say good morning and
thank you? What else do polite children say or do?
4) When is our favorite reading time each day?
5) Where do we put this book after we read it? Do we need to turn off the computer, iPad
or laptop after we read this book online?
弧⋆ⴲ渟濣䏯₸䏝傱3㨰

We can hardly go wrong when we are polite and sincere. Some people are very polite and
make others comfortable. But there can also be people who just don’t know what politeness
means and make people unhappy. Some people are able to show their sincerity while others
do not really care. However, knowing how to be polite and sincere are two important traits in
life.

1) ㇸῸ▃㭈怀㛟Ḕ䙫ⓑẂ⛽䕒Ƣ

So teach our children about politeness and sincerity. Show them what it means to be polite
and sincere by being a role model. Allow them to think about how they would feel if someone
speaks to them politely and sincerely versus someone who speaks impolitely and insincerely.

4) ㇸῸ㛧▃㭈✏㮶⤐䔁溣㘩
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2) 怀Ẃ⛽䕒㛰䔁溣␟ㇸῸ▃㭈Ƣ
3) 㘖ᷧῲ㛰䦕屳䙫⭐⬷▵Ƣ㛰䦕屳䙫⭐⬷㛪⁁䔁溣ƢẽῸ㛪媑˥㗐㙏˦⑳˥嬄嬄˦
▵Ƣ㛰䦕屳䙫⭐⬷恫㛪媑䔁溣ㇽ⁁䔁溣Ƣ
ᷧ嵞斘孧Ƣ

5) 䛲⭳怀㜓㛟⽳ƏㇸῸ婙㉱⭪㔥✏ⓑ壈ƢㇸῸ✏䶙ᷱ孧⭳怀㜓㛟⽳Ə曧奨旃㍰曢免˚
iPad ㇽ䬭姿㜓曢免▵Ƣ
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For Children Age: 3 – 6 Years Old
1) Which is your favorite part of the book?
2) What is the story about? Which words do you not understand?
3) When do we need to remember to say “thank you”? How should we act when we
receive a gift and what should we say?
4) Why is it important to say “thank you”? Why is it wrong when we don’t? Do we hear
the words, “thank you”, at home and at school all the time? If not, what can we do to
remind people to say “thank you” when they should?
5) Do you have a friend who treats you well? What did this friend do to make you feel so
good? Do you have a friend whom you really like to treat well? What would you like to
give to this friend or do for this friend?
6) If you can add more things to this book, what would you like to add?

弧⋆ⴲ渟濣6傱10㨰
1) ⿵溣⯒˥⮫棱˦怀ῲ婅⽀Ƣ
2) 怀㜓㛟㛰䔁溣㘖▃㭈ㇽᷴ▃㭈䙫Ƣ
3) 妡⽾怀㘖ᷧῲ⿒㧩䙫㔬ṲƏ恫㘖ᷧῲ゙䙫㔬ṲƢ䂡䔁溣Ƣ
4) 㘖␍⏳ヶ✏ㇸῸㆰ婙媑˥嬄嬄˦䙫㘩

Ə怀㘖ᷧ⏌憴奨䙫媑婘Ƣ䂡Ἴ⏳ヶㇽᷴ⏳

ヶƢ
5) 䦕屳㘖䔁溣ヶ〄Ƣ䦕屳䙫⎴侐婅㘖䔁溣Ƣ䂡䔁溣ㇸῸペ⁁ῲ㛰䦕俳ᷴ㘖䄈䦕䙫ạƢ
媲娛ㇸᷧẂ旃㖣㛰䦕⑳䄈䦕䙫ὲ⬷˛
6) 媇ㆮ㘖䔁溣ヶ〄Ƣ媇ㆮ䙫⎴侐婅㘖䔁溣Ƣ䂡䔁溣ㇸῸペ⁁ῲ媇ㆮ俳ᷴ㘖噂䙫ạƢ
媲娛ㇸᷧẂ旃㖣媇ㆮ⑳噂䙫ὲ⬷˛

弧⋆ⴲ渟濣3傱6㨰

7) 恫ペ✏怀㨊䙫㛟Ḕ䛲∗⅝ẽ婅⽀▵Ƣ

1) 㛧▃㭈怀㜓㛟䙫ⓑᷧ惏⇭Ƣ
2) 怀ῲ㔬Ṳ㘖旃㖣䔁溣ƢⓑẂ婅⽀㘖ᷴ㗵䙤䙫Ƣ
3) ㇸῸ䔁溣㘩

奨姿吾媑˥嬄嬄˦Ƣ䕝ㇸῸ㔝∗ᷧỤ䦕䉐ƏㇸῸㆰ婙⁁䔁溣Əḍ᷻媑

䔁溣Ƣ
4) 䂡䔁溣媑˥嬄嬄˦㘖⽯憴奨ƢㇸῸᷴ怀㨊⁁Ə䂡Ἴ㘖挖䙫ƢㇸῸ✏⮝墶⑳⭟㠈Ə㘖
␍⸟⸟偤∗㛰ạ媑˥嬄嬄˦Ƣ⥩㞃㱹㛰ƏㇸῸ⏖Ọ⁁䔁溣Ə㎷慹ạῸ✏恐䕝䙫㘩

Ə

ᾦ奨媑˥嬄嬄˦Ƣ
5) 㛰ᷧῲ⽬⥤䙫㛲⎲▵Ƣ怀ἴ㛲⎲⁁ṭ䔁溣Əịㄆ∗ヰ⿒Ƣ㛰㱹㛰ᷧῲ㘖
䜆䙫▃㭈⽬ẽƒ⥠䙫⥤㛲⎲⑉Ƣペ忨䔁溣䵍怀ῲ㛲⎲Əㇽ㘖䂡怀ῲ㛲⎲⁁䔁溣Ƣ
6) ⥩㞃⏖Ọ✏怀㜓㛟Ḕ⢅㷢ᷧẂⅎ⮠Əペ⢅㷢䔁溣Ƣ
For Children Age: 6 – 10 Years Old
1) How do you spell the words, “Thank You”?
2) What do you like or not like about this book?
3) Do you think this is a happy story or a sad story? Why?
4) Do you agree that the words, “thank you”, are important words to say when we should?
Why or why not?
5) What does being polite mean? What is the opposite of polite? Why do we want to be
polite instead of impolite? Show me examples of being polite and impolite.
6) What does being sincere mean? What is the opposite of sincere? Why do we want to
be sincere instead of insincere? Show me examples of being sincere and insincere.
7) Are there other words you want to see in a book like this?
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